Mt.
Dennis
A timeline
for change
Mt. Dennis,
the year 2007.
-

The United Way classifies the Mt.
Dennis area as one of thirteen
priority neighbourhoods in Toronto.
These priority neighbourhoods are
all communities that have urgent
local needs and inadequate social
services and could benefit from an
influx of creative people.
Mt. Dennis was picked, in part,
because of its large Afro youth
population. Some 30% of the
population is between 15 and
30 years old. English, Spanish,
Portuguese and Italian are the
primary languages spoken in the
area.

Park lands
The Eglinton Flats

41% of youth aged 15 - 24 are not
attending school of any kind.
Some 350 jobs were lost when
Kodak closed its offices in the
community. This created a cascade
effect across the community. A
private developer purchased the
property and intends to erect a
large, multi-anchor tenant big box
development. Local residents are
opposed to it.
Nevertheless, it is one of Toronto’s
greenest neighbourhoods in terms
of park and natural space. There
is an eclectic array of restaurants,
cafes, shopping, community spaces
and transportation services along
with a small community centre.
Mt. Dennis residents seek
opportunities to revitalize their
community and are particularly
keen on finding ways to bring jobs
and economic opportunities to the
area. The lack of jobs is seen as
the crucial factor holding back Mt.
Dennis.

Main strip
Weston Ave..

Post industrial area
Kodak lands

Think
Big.

Start
Small.

Define the end goal.
Mt. Dennis,
the year 2020.
The 8:15 am commuter train running
between the city and the airport stops
at the Mt. Dennis Transportation Centre.
People streaming out of the transit hub
pause to rent a bike, obtain a car from
the local car-share, or walk alongside
locals. They head towards dozens
of new and established sustainable
businesses and industries in Mt. Dennis.
Those heading to the former Kodak
lands cross over via the transit centre.
Hundreds of sustainable jobs have
been established on the former Kodak
lands, such as a cooperative ethnic food
preparation and packaging company,
solar greenhouses, the Centre for
Creative Reuse of building materials, and
the all-green building supply company.
The Kodak lands and employees’
building have been converted into a
Centre for Green Innovation.

Others walk or bike to work along the
leafy green boulevard on Weston Road,
following the herd of bronze deer that
lead the way down the shady path to the
Mt. Dennis Urban Farms in the Eglinton
flats. Cafes and restaurants serve locally
harvested foods, artisanal breads and
fair trade organic coffee. The Fresh Start
Market specializes in produce, including
local cheeses and sausages.
Solar panels flash bright in the morning
sun on the crest of the Mt. Dennis hill
above Eglinton Ave. The breeze ripples
the surface of the rainwater-capture
tanks that provide gravity-fed irrigation
to the vegetable gardens below. People
coming to play sports in the nearby
parklands arrive by train, TTC, bike,
car, and on foot, and spend time in
the village where they find a variety of
restaurants, street vendors and unique
local shops selling local produce and
goods.

Scale
Fast.

Start today with 100 small initiatives that involve the community
and attract the attention of the big funders.

Towards ...
-

Set out a phased process for change

Phase 1
-

Phase 2
-

Phase 3
Establish a center for
creative reuse

Build live/work studios for
local creators

... a resilient community that sustains a
creative economy by integrating all aspects
of the production and retail processes
within its community boundaries.

The reclaimed Kodak
lands as the engine for
a sustainable economy
that creates employment
and redefines the
community’s identity.

POTENTIAL PARTNERS:
METRIS
CITY OF TORONTO

Main building
preservation (heritage
designation)

Present Kodak project to
the city and to the developer
(Metris)

LEARNING ENRICHMENT
FOUNDATION (LEF)

Approach the province for an
independent environmental
assessment and remediation

Branding the street as
Main Street Mt. Dennis

LE

F

Kodak lands as
Creative hubs

The main strip as
the vibrant social
and retail center of
the community.

POTENTIAL PARTNERS:
TORONTO ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
LEF

Main strip as
Market hubs

To create a business plan for
environmental business and
research campus

Start a weekend farmers’
market ( food, flowers, ...)

Establish a signage
system

Establish a gateway to the park
using a $50,000 grant from
Parks and Rec

Parks as
Leisure hubs

POTENTIAL PARTNERS:
EVERGREEN
FOOD SHARE
TORONTO PARKS AND
RECREATION

COMMUNITY

EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS

Establish a bioremediation center

Establish a bio-remediation
program

Develop the weekend farmers
market into a cooperative

Establish the Youth Art Center on
Main Street / Weston Rd.

Goods from the Kodak lands
are sold through the city

Export products, knowledge, leisure
and people

Create a Loan Fund /
Development cooperation

INVESTORS

Open up the street facade to create a more interesting
streetscape as well as strengthen the connection
between the Kodak lands and the parks

Reconnect the community to the park by
enlongating the residential streets with pathways

Establish stores for
local goods

Establish the street as a
shopping destination

Introduce bike paths to the
main roads

Establish a connection to
the lightrail network

Create resource
hubs

Establish connections to the rest of the
Humber region through pathways

Develop
cooperative gardens

Establish parking
signage

Divert parking towards
Main Street

Support community initiatives
happening in the parks

Establish waste management in
the park and start composting
organic waste

Put up a
billboard

Educational center
Learning Enrichment Foundation (LEF)
CITY

Establish a packaging and
distribution center for local
products

Attracting green
business

Convert the abandoned church into a
look-out tower/bookshop /cafe

Elaborate on community
gardening

COMMUNITY
INVESTMENT

Phase 5
-

Jump start green initiatives like solar lighting pilot
project, white/green roofs, and adding plants in front
of the stores through existing tax incentives

Reconnect the
neighbourhood online by
creating a neighbourhood
platform

The parks as a source of food
and respiration that reconnect
the community to its historical
and natural roots.

Green tenants in the main
Kodak building (Center for
Social Innovation model)

Phase 4
-

Promote community events, beyond
sporting events, to people outside of
Mt. Dennis

Build a gazebo for community
meetings and seasonal events

Develop the cooperative
gardens into urban farms

Reconnect the different
areas through a rental bike
system
Place PV panels
over parking lots
Put up a small amphitheatre
as an infrastructure for
community events

Reconnect to the city by
bringing new capital into
Mt. Dennis by growing,
processing and selling
local products

Install gravity fed irrigation to collect
water on top of the hill and direct it
towards the fertile grounds within the
parks.

Reconnect to the city and
beyond by establishing a
seamless flow of people,
products and ideas

Establish a park
stewardship program

Establish links to Toronto
waste diversion programs

